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The problem of interest
What : NLP model to automatically identify agreement and disagreement in 
debate corpuses by extracting information that is expressed indirectly.

Input: Quote-Response (QR) pairs from Internet Argument Corpus (IAC). The 
corpus is annotated for agreement via Mechanical Turk.

Output: Classification of the response in each QR pair as  agree/disagree with the 
paired quote using a scoring range.



Table 1: Quote-Response (QR) pairs from Internet Argument Corpus(IAC).



Figure 1: Agreement score 
distribution of the dataset, before 
and after balancing.

Scoring range:
-5 is strong disagreement,
+5 is strong agreement , and      
[-1, +1] neutral. 

Table 2: Category counts in 
training set.



Approach
- Previous work mostly relied on n-gram and grammatical dependencies 

features taken from respondent text.
- Approach of this paper is to introduce semantic environment features derived 

by comparing quote and response sentences which align well. 
- To evaluate, the generated model ( Alignment + Features ) is compared to a 

previous model ( Baseline Features).



Features of the Model 
Common features between both models 

1. N-Grams: unigrams, bigrams, trigrams from each response
2. Discourse Markers: Oh, so, really.
3. Response Typed Dependencies and MPQA sentiment: 
4.  (agree, I) yields (positive, I)  and (wrong, you) yields (negative, you)
5. Strings of Repeated Punctuations : !!, ??



Features specific to New Model
Post Length: length features like word count, sentence count, average sentence 
length: shorter correlates with agreement.

Emoticons: popular of communicating sentiments, using RE :-D

Speech Acts: count of  imperative and interrogative instances  (please read 
carefully, try again.

Personal pronouns: inclusion of personal pronoun in response tend to indicate 
emotional and personal argument , esp. 2nd person. 



Features specific to New Model
Explicit Truth Value: polarity and modality. Track context of instances of (agree, 
disagree, right, true , false) in the response. Check polarity if negation modifiers 
exits ( never, not), modality if modal  (might, could) and adverbs

Sentiment scoring: used positive/negative/neutral and strong/weak classifiers to to 
calculate the score of post and focal sentence, well-aligned sentences from quote 
and response as well as the first sentence of the response.

Factuality Comparison: given well aligned sentences from quote and response, 
analyze polarity, modality, and any subsequent contradictions of both quote and 
response.



Table 3: Accuracy, precision(P), recall(R) and F1 scores for both categories 
(agreement and disagreement) on the test set.

Results



Figure 2: ROC curves. 
The gray dotted lines 
represents the 
baseline feature set, 
while the solid black 
line represents the 
alignment+ feature 
set. 



Figure 3: Correct and 
incorrect classifications on 
the test set given the 
corpus agreement scores, 
for both feature sets. The 
gray area represents 
correct classification, 
while the black area 
represents incorrect 
classification.


